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Burnt offerings are the story of a haunted house of madness and decay. Burning Shows is a supernatural haunted house horror story that takes place in the summer. It has great tension and sultry accumulation descends into madness and decay. The 1970s Vibe is strongly present and creates a nostalgic and elusive
atmosphere. With great writing, lovable characters and mysterious palace burning performances is a creepy story that subtly creeps under your skin. The plot of the family of Rolf, Ben's father, mother Marianne and eight-year-old son David go spent the summer in the country and bring their elderly aunt Elizabeth along.
Marianne is sick and tired of a hot sticky summer in New York City and longs for some fresh air in the country. Allerdyces, Sister Rose and Brother rent their big mansion for the summer. With a full larder to get through the summer and a beautiful big house with a swimming pool, this seems too good to be true. The only
catch is that Allerdyce's mother stays in the palace in her room and Marianne is bringing her breakfast, lunch and dinner. This seems to be an easy task so Rolf is looking forward to the country's summer. But they soon discover that the house has some evil secrets and that their stay turns a pleasant and enjoyable
summer into a terrifying and threatening experience. Why you should read Burning Performances is a fun-written story that contains very beloved characters. They are playful as well as writing. So the accumulation to the dreadful peak is even more shocking. Writing is also very visual, creating an angry story. Instead, the
story itself focuses on the characters and their experiences rather than the psychological side of the story. The story speaks through their works and the characters are presented in a more indirect way. This way the reader slowly gets to know them and gets to experience all the evil events with the family. The story
develops about Ben and Marianne. David and Elizabeth are just side characters who play an important role in the evolution of the chase, mostly watching everything happen but they are either too small or too old to save the so-called adults from their terrible doom, and can't protect themselves. Although it's a haunted
house tale, the house itself isn't really haunted by ghosts but something else entirely more sinister in it. For the house itself is a character too. Very skillfully the house also comes to life, but in an evil and creepy way. The plot is very original and has a slow build-up and an interesting structure which is very precise,
creating a dark atmosphere in the sunlight. The sense of foreboding gets stronger, but still somewhat intangible. While Marianne descends into madness, Ben suffers from hallucinations that are very strange. This psychological deterioration is done on them and is very well written, and manifests through behavior,
dialogue and descriptions of events rather than internal experiences. This makes it scarier, and seeing it happen, while their minds are affected. It is about suggesting, without any evidence, that something is very wrong. But the sun hides all that is dark and unpleasant, until it is too late. My favorite part there is no
particular part I liked best, the whole book is a great read, and it all comes together so that every page is a joy to read. The interaction between the characters is very well written and they really come to life. It's not your average haunted house ghost story, but it has a much more surreal style for it. This will certainly
satisfy lovers of surreal isle-of-hope. The end is a classic wicked transformation of events that leads to inevitable faith. Ben's hallucinations are great and add to the surreal vibe. Some scary scenes are explicitly rotated with some very subtle strange scenes that keep the scary and interesting parts. A nice composition of
the family gives enough room to play with a different kind of events and experiences to create a diverse horror story in a closed environment and when paranoia strikes increases claustrophobia. If you enjoy great storytelling with the original take and evolution that is ruthless to anyone, including the reader, then this is
definitely a must read. A favorite quote each of the images was the same size, with the same thin silver frame - as Ben pointed out, exactly the same view of the house: looking forward halfway across the wide field. Ratings: ★★★★★ Fear Factor: ★★★★☆ Surrealist: ★★★★★ The Originality Factor: ★★★★★ Read
more about Burning Shows: Burning Shows ( 1976) Info Burnt Offerings review by Robert Maraco and first published by Delacorte Press in 1973 and republished by Valancourt Books in 2015. It consists of 246 pages. BHG support: Chronic simple lichen is defined as a common form of chronic neurodermatitis that is
presented as a dry and incomplete area of skin that is scaly and thick. Bulky skin is generally seen as a result of the usual scratching or rubbing of a certain area of the skin. The root of the disorder may be a primary symptom, possibly reflecting a psychological or secondary element to other skin issues such as eczema
or psoriasis. The development of such plaques is the result of pruritic skin that usually results from psychological stresses. [1] [2] [3] It usually affects certain areas of the body as outlined below. Although chronic simple lichen is most often a non-life-threatening skin disorder, recurrent itching can lead to infection, changes
in how creatinos are divided and developed, and subsequent malignant transformation, though rarely observed, of affected epithelial tissues. Many studies have linked chronic simple lichen to emotional factors, which often lead to periodic recurrence and itching as a way to quell emotional disorders or as a result of a
severe need to scratch an area that studies show are to an emotional disorder. Plaques are formed as a result of continuous and repeated scratching of specific areas. [4] [5] [6] The most common areas are on self-accessible areas of the body such as scalp, head, neck, hands, arms and genitals. The emotional pressure
that causes irritation and desire to scratch the skin is often cyclical, with the resulting plaques causing more stress, chronic itching, changes in the pigmentation of the affected skin, and a possible spread to larger areas. This is a highly plaid disorder, although it can result from skin barrier disorders as it can be secondary
to other dermatoses including zapruce, psoriasis, atopy, or other. Chronic simple lichen has been estimated to occur in about 12% of the population. The highest prevalence rate is usually from mid to late puberty and often peaks at age 30 to 50 years, most likely due to a significant increase in stress at this stage of one's
life. The disorder is more prevalent in females than males by 2:1.Lichen chronically simple located in areas of skin that can be accessed from scratching. Topical areas of the skin spontaneously itching, leading to itching and zero cycle. Itching provokes a rub that produces lesions, but the underlying disease physiology is
not known. The skin with atopic dermatitis or atopic veil is most likely to develop lichen. There may be a possible relationship between central and peripheral nerve tissues and inflammatory mediators in the perception of itching and developing changes seen in chronic simple adheres. Anxiety, depression, obsessive-
compulsive disorder or other emotional stress can lead to scratching. One study of chronicus simple lichen with P-phenylenediamine (PPD)- Hair dye showed an improvement in symptoms when PPD exposure was stopped which gave a basis for sensitization and contact dermatitis resulting in a simple chronicus
filament. Pathology of chronicus simple lichen shows hyperkeratotic plate with foci of parakeratosis, prominent granular cell layer, elongated and irregularly thick rete skin, acanthosis, pseudolymphatic cell hyperplasia, papillary dermal fibrosis, mild sponge, interstitial as well as with histophilias, lymphocytes, and
transverse eosinophils in the surface dermis. An electron microscope shows collagen fibers connected to and above lamina baslis. Chronic simple lichen can be presented as single or multiple lesions, and while it may occur anywhere, it almost always appears in easily accessible areas including head, neck, arms, scalp
and genitals. The most common symptoms are itching. Plaques and non-colored plaques may develop as a result of repeated scratching of the affected area. The color of these lesions can vary to varying degrees from erythematosus. The general color of lesions ranges from different shades of yellow or deep reddish
brown, which is most common in the present part of the lesion. However, with the age of each lesion, this color may turn into the center of locoderm with a darker area surrounding the lesion. These plates can vary in size between 3 by 6 centimeters to 6 by 10 centimeters. Diagnosis of chronic simple lichen includes
physical examination, complete medical history, dermoscopy, and self-reported symptoms. A patch test can eliminate potential allergic reactions due to contact dermatitis as a cause of lesions. If the herpes is simple in the genital area, the examination of potassium hydroxide and fungal cultures is useful for the exclusion
of tinea cruris or candidiasis. Skin biopsies can be performed to rule out disorders such as psoriasis or mycobacterium fungi. Blood tests can be performed as well; For example, high serum immunoglobulin levels in serum support the diagnosis of underlying atopic clay. [7] [8] Chronic simple lichen therapy may include:
clogged area; Topical anti-inflammatory treatments such as corticosteroids (highly effective versions can be used for 3 weeks at a time for thicker plaques/lesions). Topical emollients; antibiotics if very likely or present, especially if immunosuppressive drug therapy is used; Antihistamines can be used to prevent
exacerbation by allergy mediators. [9] [10] [11] Doxbyne and capsaicin can also be used. A small-scale controlled clinical trial suggests that a localized combination of aspirin/dethromythan may be effective for patients who do not respond to other topical factors. Other studies point to the efficacy of immunosuppressive
and ptabrimmus to those patients who also do not respond. Light therapy with UV and/or UV exposure therapy, as well as photochemotherapy, can be used, in severe cases, except in cases of genital involvement. Psychotherapy, such as psychotherapy, as well as related drug treatments, such as anti-anxiety
medications, can also help due to the disruptive nature. Recent studies suggest that for those patients whohave have failed conventional treatments, local injections of botulinum toxin may be helpful. Surgical measures may include refrigeration surgery, and for cases that persist despite all other treatment options,
surgical circumcision of local small lesions may be warranted. The following conditions should be excluded: psoriasis, atopic dermatitis, lichen dermatitis, contactdernitis, fungal fungus, fungal infection, and squamous cell carcinoma. Chronic simple lichen usually improves with treatment, but some cases may become
persistent, especially when on the genitals. In recent studies, patients with chronic pyelweget have shown the following personality traits: weak social skills, lack of flexibility, increased tendency to avoid pain, increased reliance on the wishes of other peoples, and a more obedient nature compared to control groups.
Some cases of malignant transformation of simple lichen Lesions in squamous cell carcinoma or verrucous cancer. This may be due to the fact that repeated scratching and rubbing lesions contribute to excess inflammatory mediators, which can, in turn, alter the way keratin cells grow and develop, and in such a chronic
case, may lead to the transformation of these cells into malignant. When health care providers, including a nurse practitioner, encounter patients with chronically dry skin lesions and itching, these patients should be referred to a dermatologist. The difference is wide and the diagnosis of chronic acute zauna requires
simple elimination of many disorders. In addition to treating symptoms of skin lesions, many of these patients may benefit from psychological aging. Some of these patients may benefit from antidepressants. The results of chronic adultery depend on the main cause. If a mental health disorder is not managed, the disorder
is chronic and can lead to poor quality of life. [12] Continuing Education / QuestionsLichen Simplex Review. Contributed by DermNetNZ Figure 1. The presentation of tissue from corneal granules in a biopsy sample obtained from the skin and stained with hamoxylene and yosin. Granules (highlighted by white arrows)
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